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CLOSINGCORP ANNOUNCES INTEGRATION WITH LEADING
APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY, TRISERV
SAN DIEGO, Calif. January 12, 2021 – ClosingCorp®, a leading provider of residential real estate
closing cost data and technology for the mortgage and real estate services industries, announced
today that Triserv, a national appraisal management company (AMC) providing best-in-class
appraisal and valuation solutions for banks, credit unions, mortgage bankers and servicers, is now
able to receive and manage appraisal orders via the ClosingCorp Order Management platform.
The integration will provide ClosingCorp lender clients with more options to direct business to their
preferred AMCs, order appraisal products in all 50 states, and receive automatic status updates.
Direct ordering and verification of payment information to immediately secure the order, streamline
the appraisal turn-time, expedite decision and closing ultimately leads to greater borrower
satisfaction. Integrated with the Ellie Mae Digital Lending Platform and Blue Sage Technologies,
the base ClosingCorp Order Management solution is cost-free to lenders and interfaces
seamlessly with their established workflow, streamlining ordering without creating any business
disruptions.
“We are pleased to announce our integration with ClosingCorp and its Order Management
platform. Triserv has many valued clients that use this platform, and it is widely regarded as one of
the most popular service aggregation platforms in the industry,” said Leon Jucynzki, chief
executive officer of Triserv. “Our nationwide appraisal capabilities combined with ClosingCorp’s
platform offers best-in-class transparency and scalability to the valuation process.”

“Our integration with Triserv provides lenders a more efficient, secure and fully integrated portal to
order appraisals and other valuation products,” said Craig Austin, ClosingCorp’s executive vice
president of sales and business development. “Lenders using Order Management can feel
confident that they will receive a high-quality appraisal from an experienced professional who
understands their market.”
About Triserv
Triserv is a 50-state appraisal management company (AMC) providing best-in-class appraisal and
valuation solutions for banks, credit unions, mortgage bankers and servicers. Triserv’s clientspecific, dedicated teams on both coasts get to know the lenders they work with. Their high-touch,
personalized order follow-up means every appraisal’s milestones are managed to strict timelines
and lenders always know when each order is accepted, scheduled, inspected and delivered.
Because Triserv works with only the best appraisers, tracks every step with our proprietary
technology, and verifies by phone that every report due tomorrow will actually be here tomorrow,
we offer better than average turntimes. We treat our appraisers like the valued partners that they
are, paying them quickly and not charging extra technology fees. Because of this, our appraisers
prioritize our customers’ orders. And all fees are transparently disclosed to the lender. For more
information, visit www.triservllc.com.
About ClosingCorp
Headquartered in San Diego, Calif., ClosingCorp owns and operates the premier source of
intelligence for closing costs and service providers in the U.S. residential real estate industry.
Through innovative solutions, progressive technologies and strong alliances, the company delivers
timely, accurate and transparent results that help optimize closing processes and services for
mortgage lenders, title and settlement companies and real estate professionals. Clients rely on

ClosingCorp to help improve efficiencies and mitigate risk. For more information, please visit
www.closing.com.
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